Draw your favorite part of the garden.

Look for the parts of the plant in the garden. Can you find three of each?

Pick a flower from the 4H Garden and see if you can identify the parts.

*Please do not pick anything larger than your arm and hand nothing there is only one of.

Write about your favorite part of the garden.
SCAVENGER HUNT

CAN YOU FIND THESE THINGS IN THE GARDEN...

- A dinosaur egg
- A plant with red stems
- A good place to hide
- A place to tell time
- An insect with four wings
- A plant that smells good
- A musical sidewalk
- A giant 4-H clover
- Leaves that feel soft
- A place to tell time
- A plant that begins with the first letter of your name
- A handprint that fits your own
- A leaf smaller than your hand